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Introducing Splitflask: The Revolutionary Dual-Chamber Tumbler 
Redefining Beverage Convenience

[Los Angeles, 2/11/24] - Splitflask, the innovative dual-chamber 
tumbler, is changing the game in beverage convenience. 
Designed to defy the limitations of traditional drinkware, Splitflask 
offers a groundbreaking solution for carrying two beverages 
simultaneously in one sleek and stylish tumbler.

Splitflask is the brainchild of Riz Nwosu, who, like many, found 
himself constantly juggling multiple water bottles to satisfy his 
morning coffee and hydration needs. Frustrated with the hassle of 
the "bottle shuffle," Riz set out to create a solution that would 
streamline his daily routine. The result? Splitflask – a patent-
pending tumbler that merges functionality with style.

What sets Splitflask apart is its dual-chamber design, featuring 
Chamber 1 and Chamber 2, each capable of holding a different 
beverage. Whether it's hot coffee and cold water, soda and beer, 
or any combination of drinks, Splitflask ensures that each 
beverage maintains its temperature and flavor integrity for hours.

"With Splitflask, we're not just offering a product; we're offering a 
solution to a common problem faced by many," says Riz, co-
founder of Splitflask. "Our mission is to simplify the lives of our 
customers by providing them with a versatile and eco-friendly 
drinkware option that enhances their daily hydration experience."

Splitflask isn't just about convenience – it's also about 
sustainability. By eliminating the need for multiple single-use 
bottles, Splitflask helps reduce plastic waste and promote eco-



conscious living. Additionally, its durable construction ensures 
long-lasting use, making it a smart and sustainable choice for 
consumers.

"We're proud to be pioneers in the beverage industry, offering a 
product that is truly unique and innovative," adds Riz. "With 
Splitflask, customers can say goodbye to the days of carrying 
multiple bottles and hello to a new era of beverage convenience."

Splitflask is now available for purchase on their website and 
select retail partners. For wholesale inquiries or media requests, 
please contact Riz Nwous at riz@Splitflask.com.

About Splitflask: Splitflask is a revolutionary dual-chamber 
tumbler designed to simplify the way people carry and enjoy their 
beverages on the go. Founded by Riz Nwosu, Splitflask aims to 
redefine beverage convenience with its patent-pending design 
and commitment to sustainability. For more information, 
visit www.splitflask.com.

Contact: Riz Nwosu Riz@Solitflask.com (310) 323-638-7499

https://splitflask.com/products/dual-chamber-vacuum-insulated-tumbler-water-bottle-30-oz
http://www.splitflask.com/

